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Programming rigidity into size-defined wireframe
DNA nanotubes†

Daniel Saliba,‡a Xin Luo, ‡a Felix J. Rizzuto a,b and Hanadi F. Sleiman *a

Nanotubes built from DNA hold promise for several biological and materials applications, due to their

high aspect ratio and encapsulation potential. A particularly appealing goal is to control the size, shape,

and dynamic behaviour of DNA nanotubes with minimal design alteration, as nanostructures of varying

morphologies and lengths have been shown to exhibit distinct cellular uptake, encapsulation behaviour,

and in vivo biodistribution. Herein, we report a systematic investigation, combining experimental and

computational design, to modulate the length, flexibility, and longitudinal patterns of wireframe DNA

nanotubes. Subtle design changes govern the structure and properties of our nanotubes, which are built

from a custom-made, long, and size-defined template strand to which DNA rungs and linkers are

attached. Unlike DNA origami, these custom-made strands possess regions with repeating sequences at

strategic locations, thereby reducing the number of strands necessary for assembly. Through strand dis-

placement, the nanotubes can be reversibly altered between extended and collapsed morphologies.

These design concepts enable fine-tuning of the nanotube stiffness and may pave the way for the devel-

opment of designer nanotubes for a variety of applications, including the study of cellular internalization,

biodistribution, and uptake mechanisms for structures of varied shapes and sizes.

Introduction

The controlled self-assembly of discrete DNA nanostructures
with well-defined geometries and narrow size distribution has
received considerable attention for applications in advanced
electronics, nanooptics, and nanomedicine.1–4 DNA nanotubes
are especially promising in this respect, due to their high
aspect ratio, shape persistence, and continuous nanoscale cav-
ities, allowing their use as bioreactors,5,6 transmembrane
channels,7 and drug delivery vehicles.8–10 The external scaffold
of DNA nanotubes possesses numerous ordered binding sites
that can be used as templates to guide the precise assembly of
other functional components along the tubes, including
nanoparticles,11,12 fluorescent dyes,13 and proteins.14

Prominent methods to synthesize DNA nanotubes, tile-
based assembly and DNA origami,15–17 have produced a range
of cavity sizes and tube lengths but nevertheless have inherent
limitations: nanotube length is uncontrolled when constructed
with DNA tiles, which can furthermore propagate curvature
and defects from the main tile building block;18–23 the level of

structural complexity achieved by DNA origami comes at the
expense of using hundreds of unique staple strands and is
limited by the size of the viral DNA scaffold; moreover, both
structures require the use of magnesium concentrations that
are significantly higher than in physiological conditions.24–27

Alternatively, our group has reported a modular nanotube
assembly method based on prefabricated DNA rungs and DNA
linkers, showing their use as dynamic scaffolds for the organ-
ization of plasmonic nanoparticles and as vehicles for drug
delivery.9,28–31 These wireframe DNA assemblies often produce
a wide range of tube lengths or else rely on DNA building
blocks with synthetic vertices, limiting their scalable
production.32–34 A size-defined template strand circumnavi-
gated these issues, generating a monodisperse nanotube;
however, the inherent flexibility of this design led to collapsed
structures with low persistence length.35

Modularity in nanotube design could be used to retain
guest molecules with differing levels of exposure to the exter-
nal environment; different mechanisms of cell entry can be
engineered by forming length-, shape-, and density-specific
architectures. For example, it has been demonstrated that a
DNA tetrahedron penetrates the cell via a “corner-attack”
mechanism that avoids contact with the cytoplasmic
membrane.36,37 Additionally, DNA origami nanostructures
with rectangular, triangular, or tubular geometries demon-
strated different in vivo activities in renal disease treatment.38

Ordered binding sites along the external scaffold of these con-
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structs can template the assembly of functional components
(including nanoparticles,11,12 fluorescent dyes,13 and pro-
teins14) with nanoscale precision, but it is the morphology of
the nanotube – its rigidity, cavity size, and persistence length –

that often determines component proximity and hence func-
tion.10 It is necessary to understand the construction para-
meters dictating the morphology of wireframe DNA nanotubes,
how they assemble, and what factors govern their mechanical
properties, to design nanomaterials with absolute spatial
patterning.

Herein, we report a systematic study, incorporating experi-
mental and computational design at the single-nucleotide
level,39–43 for modulating the flexibility of wireframe DNA
nanotubes. Our DNA nanotubes are templated by long and
size-defined template strands possessing regions with repeat-
ing sequences at strategic locations, thus minimizing the
number of strands required for assembly. Relationships
between the number of unpaired bases and the structure of
building blocks are directly correlated to strain accumulated
along the nanotube length, which in turn dictates nanotube
integrity. By merging principles of DNA tile-based assembly
with our wireframe constructs, we developed DNA nanotubes
with controllable rigidity and length, well-defined rung place-
ments, and periodic, structured cavities. Our structures are
simple to prepare, require few DNA sequences, and have adapt-
able morphologies that may find broad use in delivery appli-
cations, such as how shape and size impact the biological pro-
perties and cellular internalization of DNA nanostructures.44

Results and discussion
Design parameters for size-defined DNA nanotubes

Our DNA nanotubes are composed of triangular rungs held
together by linking strands (LSs) and a long pillar strand (PS)
(e.g., Fig. 1(B)). When organizing functional molecules on a
DNA scaffold (e.g., DNA origami), a large portion of the
scaffold usually serves a purely structural role, providing rigid-
ity and orientation. Only a small number of specific positions
need to be addressable to attach cargo. As such, it is practical
to build scaffolds in which the addressable sites are positioned
selectively within a framework of identical, repeating structural
motifs, allowing the construct to be built from significantly
fewer components rather than the hundreds of strands
required for DNA origami. Our DNA pillar strand is created by
a rapid and practical method that takes approximately two
days, starting from a handful of commercially available build-
ing blocks.35 Once the strand is created, it can be PCR ampli-
fied and re-used in multiple constructs. One of the main
strengths of our temporal growth approach is the ability to
combine quickly and easily symmetric, repeating sequence
domains with asymmetric, unique ones in virtually any
arrangement. Another notable advantage of temporal growth
over DNA origami is that the size of the DNA object can be sig-
nificantly larger, as the structure is not constrained by the
folding of a viral scaffold strand. This approach allows the

modification of any repeating unit down the nanotube length
independently from the others and can result in unique
addressable sites along the nanotube. The resulting template
strand has alternating, repeating domains: R′ (Fig. 1(A), orange
domain), which contains 42 base pairs onto which the rung
units hybridize, and LS′ (Fig. 1(A), blue domain), which has 21
base pairs and forms one of the edges of the nanotube’s
cavity.

All triangular rung units are appended with single-stranded
binding regions at one corner and sticky-ends that allow
binding to the linking strands at the remaining two. To inhibit
intermolecular crosslinking between nanotubes and favor the
formation of discrete structures, we modified the design of the
rung units that hybridize to the 5′ and 3′ termini of the PS tem-
plate. For the top rung, the three overhangs above the plane
were removed (leaving the 2 sticky-ends below the plane
intact), whereas the three overhangs below the plane of the
bottom rung were removed (keeping 2 sticky-ends above the
plane) (e.g. Fig. 1(B)). Combining these rung units with the PS
scaffold results in an open-form nanotube. The subsequent
addition of linking strands results in the formation of a fully
closed triangular nanotube.

Three distinct types of rung units were used, resulting in
nanotubes with varying degrees of flexibility: (i) type I rungs,
consisting of a linear strand that folds into a triangular shape
(Fig. 1(B)); (ii) type II rungs, comprising of a circular strand
onto which the rung components hybridize (Fig. 1(C)); and (iii)
and type III rungs, composed of a circularized strand and DX-
tile linkage onto the PS template (Fig. 1(D)).

NT1 – a size-defined DNA nanotube with a collapsed
morphology

The self-assembly of our first-generation nanotube (NT1) was
achieved by firstly hybridizing type I rung units (Fig. 2(A) –

composed of five unmodified, linear DNA strands32,34,35) to
the pillar strand, followed by the hybridization of linking
strands LS1/LS1′ and LS2/LS2′, generating a fully double-
stranded construct. Agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE) showed
the formation of a non-penetrating and smeary band (Fig. 2
(A)), consistent with a large, highly disperse structure, unlike
the expected single band that would indicate the formation of
a monodisperse product. Large aggregates were observed by
AFM (Fig. 2(A) and ESI, Fig. S11(B)†), suggesting the formation
of a collapsed, flexible nanotube that is potentially branched
and self-polymerized.

We employed vHelix and oxDNA to build and perform MD
simulations of these structures.40,43 Simulations revealed an
average twisting of 91° at the connection sites of the rungs to
the pillar in ds-NT1 (Fig. 2(A)), rather than a straight arrange-
ment perpendicular to the triangular unit, as required for the
formation of a closed nanotube. This high degree of twist at
the rung corner suggests that the addition of the fully double-
stranded linking strands leads to a greater likelihood of con-
necting to the units of a different nanotube, rather than the
next rung unit of the same tube.
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By deleting one base from the linking strands, we hypoth-
esized that the additional flexibility would allow the LS to
connect to an adjacent rung on the same tube, rather than
crosslinking to other structures. AGE analysis demonstrated
the production of a well-defined, monodisperse structure, and
AFM showed collapsed partial ds-NT1 with a high degree of
flexibility (Fig. 2(B) and ESI, Fig. S12(B)†). MD simulations
suggested that these ssDNA gaps proffered increased flexibility
with an average twisting of 78° (Fig. 2(B)) at the connection
sites of the rungs to the pillar, in comparison to an average
twisting of 91° in the fully double-stranded predecessor;
however, this strategy still resulted in a collapsed structure by
AFM in air. The height profiles of each individual rung unit as
determined by AFM were found to be approximately 1.5 nm;
the collapsed structures range in height from 1.5 to 2.0 nm.
This increase in height may imply that the rung units are
stacked on top of one another on the mica surface, due to the

high flexibility of the nanotube. Finally, using totally single-
stranded linking strands produces nearly monodisperse pro-
ducts by AGE, and completely collapsed structures by AFM in
air, with a height ranging from 1.8 to 2.3 nm (Fig. 2(C) and
ESI, Fig. S13(B)†), implying that the rung units are also
stacked on one another, as for the partial ds-NT1 design.45,46

Type I rung thus has a less-than-ideal angle of 180° between
the top and bottom connecting strand arms. This angle is
required to ensure that the linking strand arms are positioned
linearly within the assembled nanotube. The angular tension
in each rung unit accumulates in the nanotube structure, pro-
ducing discrete yet collapsed structures.

NT2 – a size-defined DNA nanotube with a flexible and
extended morphology

To produce more rigid nanotubes, we employed a rung unit
with reduced twist. This new rung incorporates a circular tem-

Fig. 1 Production of uniform and extended scaffold strands (PS) and assembly of periodic nanotube structures with a controllable degree of flexi-
bility. The production of size-defined scaffold strands with repeating domains involves adding sticky-ended dsDNA building blocks sequentially in
the desired order while in situ enzymatic ligation occurs. After PCR enrichment and enzymatic conversion to ssDNA, the final product is obtained
(A). The pre-formed rung units hybridize with one of the repetitive domains, whilst the spacer strand hybridizes with the other. The addition of
linking strands results in the formation of the nanotube. The design of the rung units results in nanotubes with a controllable degree of flexibility: (i)
a rung unit with a high degree of twist results in a collapsed nanotube (NT1) (B); (ii) a rung unit with a moderate degree of twist results in a partially
extended nanotube (NT2) (C); and (iii) a rung unit with no twist results in a rigid nanotube (NT3) (D).
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plate onto which the component strands can hybridize (Fig. 3).
Due to the helical twist of DNA at the rung corner, adding or
removing a base pair at this position changes the angle of the
twist between the helix ends, resulting in increased or
decreased strain at the rung-to-pillar connection sites.

MD simulations revealed notable impacts of single-base
pair alterations on the overall stiffness of the nanotube,
reflected in the end-to-end distance between the first and last
bases of the scaffold strand. The end-to-end distance in an
ideal rigid nanotube is equal to the length of the fully
stretched scaffold (115 nm), whereas shorter distances will be

detected for nanotubes with increased flexibility as the degree
of twist at the rung corner increases. The designs were itera-
tively optimized, investigating the effects of (i) the length of
the rung edges, 20 bps per edge and 21 bps per edge, (ii) the
presence or absence of a spacer on each of the circular tem-
plate corners, and (iii) the use of a nicked or ligated circular
core template. The length of the rung edge (20 bps or 21 bps)
and the presence or absence of a corner spacer (2 thymine
bases or no spacer) had a considerable influence on the nano-
tube assembly. Rung units consisting of 20 bases per edge and
having 2-thymine bases as a spacer (type IIa) tended to form

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the fully double-stranded (ds-NT1), partially double-stranded (partial ds-NT1) and single-stranded (ss-NT1) size-
defined DNA nanotube type I. The triangular units are hybridized onto the pillar and the construction of the nanotube is completed by adding fully
complementary linking strands (A), partially complementary linking strands (B) or single-stranded linking strands (C). MD simulations reveal a
91-degree, 78-degree and 57-degree angle between the rung overhangs below the triangular plane and those above the plane at the connection
sites of the rungs to the pillar for ds-NT1, partial ds-NT1 and ss-NT1, respectively. Aggregates are detected by AFM for the ds-NT1, whereas partial
ds-NT1 and ss-NT1 form collapsed structures. The scale bar is equal to 90 nm. Smearing is detected by AGE for ds-NT1, whereas a major well-
defined band is detected for partial ds-NT1 and ss-NT1.
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crosslinked nanotubes (ds-NT2a) along with some extended
and collapsed nanotubes in the presence of fully double-
stranded linking strands (Fig. 3(A)). The addition of partially
double-stranded (partial ds-NT2a, Fig. 3(B)) or single-stranded
(ss-NT2a, Fig. 3(C)) linking strands yielded collapsed structures.
The extended and collapsed structures’ height profiles were
measured between 1.5 and 1.8 nm, indicating the stacking of
some rung units within the NT2a.

Another version of the fully double-stranded nanotube was
successfully built using a type II rung mutant with 21 base
pairs per edge and without spacers at the rung corners yielding
NT2b. AFM demonstrated the formation of ds-NT2b with
decreased flexibility (Fig. 4(A)), whereas native AGE demon-

strated the formation of a discrete band with minimal smear-
ing (Fig. 4(A)). Inserting one unhybridized base into the
linking strands (Fig. 4(B)) relieves structural strain and results
in a clean assembly of partial ds-NT2b, but it also results in a
higher degree of flexibility. Finally, when single-stranded
linking strands are used in the assembly of nanotubes, col-
lapsed structures are formed (Fig. 4(C)).

Reversible switching between partially extended and collapsed
nanotubes

The dynamic nature of nanotubes enables various appli-
cations, including the encapsulation and release of cargo.8–10

We thus investigated the structural tunability of our nanotube

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the fully double-stranded (ds-NT2a), partially double-stranded (partial ds-NT2a) and single-stranded (ss-NT2a)
size-defined DNA nanotube type IIa assembled using rungs with a high degree of twist. The triangular units are hybridized onto the pillar and the
construction of the nanotube is completed by adding fully complementary linking strands (A), partially complementary linking strands (B) or single-
stranded linking strands (C). MD simulations reveal a 103-degree, 94-degree and 62-degree angle between the rung overhangs below the triangular
plane and those above the plane at the connection sites of the rungs to the pillar for ds-NT2a, partial ds-NT2a and ss-NT2a, respectively. Small aggre-
gates are detected by AFM for the ds-NT2a, whereas partial ds-NT2a and ss-NT2a form collapsed structures. The scale bar is equal to 90 nm.
Smearing in addition to a well-defined band are detected by AGE for ds-NT2a, whereas a major well-defined band is detected for partial ds-NT2a and
ss-NT2a.
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by reversibly cycling between collapsed and extended configur-
ations in response to an external stimulus. We used the
toehold-mediated strand displacement technique to comple-
tely delete and refill the complementary strands of the linking
(LS1 and LS2) and spacer (1a) strands.47 We built the nano-
tubes using extended linking strand complements LS1/2*-ext
and extended spacers 1a-ext, which have the same pattern as
the original sequences but with a 10-base overhang. We next
added entirely complementary strands (eraser strands), leaving
the nanotube in its single-stranded form. AFM revealed col-
lapsed structures of the fully single-stranded nanotubes (Fig. 5
(B)), while AGE showed one band with a higher mobility shift
in comparison to the fully double-stranded nanotube (Fig. 5

(D), lane 4). After refilling the tube with linking strands and
spacer complements, the expanded structures were regener-
ated (Fig. 5(C)). Native PAGE revealed a non-penetrating band
with no band of higher mobility shift, indicating that the refill-
ing was successful (Fig. 5(E)). Native AGE showed the for-
mation of a band having a similar mobility shift as that of ds-
NT2a with slight smearing (Fig. 5(D), lane 2). These results are
consistent with the ability of the nanotube system to cycle
reversibly between extended and collapsed structures.

NT3 – a size-defined DNA nanotube with a rigid morphology

Having formed nanotubes with collapsed and partially
extended morphologies, we attempted to construct a stiff

Fig. 4 Schematic representation of the fully double-stranded (ds-NT2b), partially double-stranded (partial ds-NT2b) and single-stranded (ss-NT2b)
size-defined DNA nanotube type IIb assembled using rungs with a low degree of twist. The triangular units are hybridized onto the pillar and the
construction of the nanotube is completed by adding fully complementary linking strands (A), partially complementary linking strands (B) or single-
stranded linking strands (C). MD simulations reveal a 12-degree, 103-degree and 82-degree angle between the rung overhangs below the triangular
plane and those above the plane at the connection sites of the rungs to the pillar for ds-NT2b, partial ds-NT2b and ss-NT2b, respectively. The scale
bar is equal to 90 nm. Minor smearing in addition to a well-defined band are detected by AGE for ds-NT2b, whereas a major well-defined band is
detected for partial ds-NT2b and ss-NT2b.
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nanotube. We carefully tuned the design of the rung at the
template connection site to achieve a 90° angle between the
plane of the rung unit and the longwise axis of the nanotube.
The right-angle formation, induced by DX tiles, eliminates the
twist observed at the rung corners of previous iterations. While
critical for modulating flexibility in NT1 and NT2, adding or
removing spacers within the rung unit of NT3 had little effect
on the overall tube rigidity, as observed by MD simulations
(ESI, Fig. S24†). With the inclusion of spacers, an angular twist
was created between each two subsequent rung units, resulting

in a total angular twist of 100° between the first and sixth rung
units. The removal of these spacers yielded rigid nanotubes
with no twist. MD simulations required DX tiles with a 21 bp
separation between two consecutive crossover points to
produce rigid nanotubes. A greater separation resulted in a
substantial twist at the rung level, resulting in a flexible
nanotube.

NT3 was characterized by native AGE, revealing the for-
mation of a well-defined band consistent with near monodis-
persity (Fig. 6(B)). AFM analysis demonstrated the formation of

Fig. 5 Reversible switching between double-stranded and single-stranded nanotube type II (ds-NT2b). ds-NT2a is assembled using modified linking
and spacer strands with 10-base overhangs, leading to partially extended structures readily identifiable by AFM (A). Incubation of the mixture with
the fully complementary eraser strands yielded collapsed structures (B). The double-stranded form of ds-NT2b is regenerated by adding a refilling
strand (C). Scale bars are 500 nm and 90 nm. Native AGE characterization of ds-NT2b assembled using modified linking and spacer strands with
10-base overhangs before (lane 1) and after refilling (lane 2). Incubation of the mixture with the fully complementary eraser strands yielded a product
with a higher mobility shift (lane 4). Lane 3 corresponds to nanotubes formed with linking strands having no overhangs (D). Native PAGE characteriz-
ation of ds-NT2b assembled using modified linking and spacer strands with 10-base overhangs before (lane 1) and after refilling (lane 2) (E).
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well-defined assemblies with good rigidity and uniformity,
with an average length of 103 ± 7 nm corresponding well to
the expected length (115 nm) of the stiff nanotube (Fig. 6(B)).

Table 1 summarizes the experimental and simulated size
distribution histograms along with the AFM and AGE data of
the various NT1, NT2a, NT2b, and NT3 assemblies, revealing
that the flexibility and dispersity of the nanotube assemblies

can be modulated. In most cases, the experimental distri-
bution is slightly wider than the simulated one, and the
average size is slightly larger because we measured the greatest
geometric distance, which may not be the exact distance
between the first and last base of the main scaffold. Overall,
the rung design, including the length of the rung edges and
the presence of a spacer on each corner of the core template, is

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of a size-defined DNA nanotube type III (nanotube with DX tile pillar) (DX-NT3). Using a non-circular template, six
DNA strands are thermally annealed together to generate the rung unit (rung having 21 bps per edge and the non-circular template possessing no
spacers at the corner). After hybridizing the triangle units to the DX pillar, the nanotube is constructed by adding fully complementary linking
strands (A). MD simulations reveal the formation of stiff tubes, with a 180-degree angle between the rung overhangs below the triangular plane and
those above the plane at the connection sites of the rungs to the pillar (A), that are readily identifiable by AFM (B). AGE identifies a clean construction
(B). Simulated (N = 2000, mean = 113 ± 2 nm) and experimental (N = 200, mean = 103 ± 7 nm) maximum geometric distance of DX-NT3 (C). Scale
bars are 500 nm and 90 nm.

Table 1 Maximum geometric distance, AFM and AGE characterization of nanotubes assembled with various rung units with different degrees of
flexibility. Single-stranded linking strands yielded collapsed structures for NT1, NT2a, and NT2b

LS Characterization NT1 NT2a NT2b NT3

Double-stranded LS AFM Aggregates Aggregates + extended structures Extended Rigid
AGE Smear Smear + single band Low smear + single band Single band
Experimental size NA 70 ± 21 nm 70 ± 10 nm 103 ± 7 nm
Simulated size 79 ± 12 nm 70 ± 7 nm 70 ± 7 nm 113 ± 2 nm

Partially double-stranded LS AFM Collapsed Collapsed Partially extended —
AGE Single band Single band Single band —
Experimental size 44 ± 7 nm 58 ± 9 nm 62 ± 11 nm —
Simulated size 47 ± 16 nm 55 ± 10 nm 59 ± 7 nm —
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a crucial parameter in determining the stiffness of the nano-
tube. DNA nanostructures of varying shapes and lengths have
been shown to exhibit different cellular uptake and encapsula-
tion behaviours.44 Combining these properties with our design
approach could allow an easy investigation of the cellular
internalization of structures with various shapes and size.

Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated a simple and general
method to produce DNA nanotubes with predefined lengths.
This was achieved using a custom-made, long, and size-
defined template strand that limits the 1D growth of the nano-
tubes. The template is assembled in a modular manner using
a sequential growth strategy, allowing deliberate variation of
its length and sequence. Nanotube formation is achieved
through a two-step process involving the positioning of the
pre-formed rungs onto the scaffold followed by the closure of
the nanotube using linking strands. By combining experi-
mental results and computational designs, we have examined
the key parameters leading to the flexibility and rigidity of
nanotubes. We found that structural flexibility about the long
axis of the nanotube is directly related to the structure of the
rung building blocks (i.e., the cross-sectional axis). We demon-
strated that some of these nanotubes are dynamic and can
reversibly switch between extended and collapsed mor-
phologies by strand displacement and subsequent rehybridiza-
tion of the displaced species. Our methodology will enable
ready access to deliberately constructed nanotube frameworks
with user-defined stiffness and length for prospective uses in
delivery applications of DNA nanostructures.
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